
 

As you color 

the picture, talk 

about why 

Jesus used this 

as an example. 

Bring this back next Sunday for a special treat! 

 

Bible Story 

Jesus Teaches About Helping 

 

...Building Little Disciples 

Matthew 7:12; Luke 10:25-37 

Jesus taught that we should treat 

other people as we want to be 

treated. One day Jesus told a 

story about a man who had been 

robbed and beaten. 

Two men who worked at the 

temple-church saw the hurt man. 

But they did not stop to help. 

Then a man from the country of 

Samaria saw the hurt man. He 

stopped and put bandages on 

the man. He took the hurt man 

to an inn and gave the innkeeper 

money to care for the man. 

Jesus said we should be like the 

man from Samaria and help 

others. 
The Good Samaritan  



 

As you color the 

picture, talk about 

how God  would 

want us to love 

others by helping 

them! 

Jesus Teaches About Helping 

 

...Building Little Disciples 

Scan the QR Code to view 
this weeks At Home  Bible 

Lesson! 

Developing a habit of demonstrating kind acts and 

using kind words is an important part of the growth 

process for children. In order for this growth to take 

place, kindness must be molded in the home. In our 

fast-paced world, it is easy to overlook even simple 

acts and words of kindness. 

Kindness requires an investment of time and 

energy. Take advantage of opportunities to 

demonstrate kindness this week. Say please and 

thank you. Serve someome an unexpected drink of 

hot chocolate. Give a compliment. The investment of 

your time and energy will benefit your family for 

years to come. Continue to focus on kindness until it 

becomes a regular part of home activities.  

Family Fun 

Act of Kindness. As a family, choose a 

way to show kindness to someone in 

your neighborhood this week. Is there an 

elderly woman who needs help with a 

specific chore? Would someone benefit 

from a home-cooked meal? Explore the 

possibilities of people who need help and 

then act upon the area of need with 

kindness. 

Bring this back next Sunday for a special treat! 

Helping Others 


